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1 Introduction
The major difficulty encountered when using a binary phase-only filter (BPOF) in an optical -orrelator is its sensitivity to changes in the object's appearance. In imagery from actual sensors, the
same object can vary significantly depending on aspect angle, lighting, atmospheric effects, and a
host of other variables. In addition, object boundaries may be poorly defined and buried in the
background. Identifying an object that has a nonrepeatable signature is one of the key technical
challenges of automatic object recognition.1
An optical correlator that uses binary spatial light modulators (SLMs) requires the conversion of
sensor imagery to binary imagery. The conversion process is highly vulnerable to noise and variations of the object and background. Therefore, an object can appear differently after the image is
converted to a binary image due to environmental or other conditions. The reliability of the conversion process is critical for object recognition because the binary image contains shape features
of the object. In real imagery, the global shape of an object is frequently too perturbed to generate
a reliable, specific version of the object. The binary result is often a version of the object that
changes in an unknown or nonrepeatable way.
BPOFs are useful for recognizing fixed objects in stationary backgrounds. BPOFs exhibit large
and narrow correlation peaks and are effective for multi-class discrimination. 2' 3 They can work
well in the presence of background clutter or when an object is partially obscured. 4 ' 5 BPOFs have
provided suitable solutions when objects have a repeatable signature. If an object varies in a limited or known manner, more complex filters can be used.
Distortion-invariant filters, including synthetic discriminant function (SDF) filters, circular harmonic filters, and lock and tumble filters have been developed for optical correlators.6- 9 Methods
for directly creating distortion-invariant BPOFs have also been developed. 10-13 These approaches
have been primarily used to identify rotated or scaled versions of an object and to specify the
response of in-class and out-of-class objects. For example, the SDF method uses training images
that are distorted versions of the reference image. A combination of training images is used to create a filter that will produce the same cross-correlation result with all training images. Using these
techniques, BPOFs can be created that can perform well when objects vary in a known manner.
In reality, imagery from sensors is often nonrepeatable; the same object can vary in appearance
depending on weather conditions, lighting, and other variables. These objects, whose distortior.
cannot be repeated exactly, are said to vary in an unknown manner. The creation of BPOFs to recognize objects that vary in a nonrepeatable way is essential for recognizing objects from actual
sensors. Recently, approaches based on SDF filters have been applied to areas such as handwriting verification, and aircraft identification. 14 "15 In one study, many variations of an pattern was
incorpo ,ucd
LMito the filter to obtain robustness. 14 Another approach used digital image processing techniques to confine images to vary in a limited but unknown manner, then filters with a
small number of training images were used to identify objects.1 5 In both l,_ses, an approach is
required that is as descriptive as a BPOF yet robust to object or background variations of an
unknown or nonrepeatable type.
We investigated the use of BPOFs to recognize objects undergoing unknown variations. We also
derived a filter that was calculated from objects' features. By attempting to recognize an object

based on its features, we made a BPOF more robust. To help evaluate the potential of our approach,
we used imagery from actual sensors that were not from the original training set. The next section
briefly discusses thresholding and is followed by SDF filter formation in the following section. Details of a filter made from features of a training set are in Section 4, and Section 5 presents the performance of the filter. Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7
respectively.
2 Preprocessing
Infrared (IR) imagery (8-14 pLin) of ground scenes from actual sensors were used to evaluate filters. Images were digitized with 128 x 128 pixels with 8 bits/pixel. Because the application was to
binary SLMs, the imagery ultimately had to be thresholded.
Thresholding was performed by choosing a single threshold value for the entire image. Threshold
values can be chosen several different ways. They can be bas'ed on the noise statistics of an image,
a histogram of the image, or a fixed value chosen near the middle of the available pixel values. 16
When the object and background are within an image are obvious, a threshold value can be easily
chosen, and different methods usually give similar results. Other techniques can be used if the
imagery is more complex. 17 In either case, a thresholding method should be automatic in that it
should perform similarly with a variety of imagery under various lighting and atmospheric conditions.

In the imagery we examined, the background and object were easily separated; however, edges
were not well-defined. We used digital image processing techniques to implement an isodata
thresholding method. 18 This technique examines peak values in the histogram of an image. A
threshold value was chosen between peaks that were associated with the object and the background so that the object could be segmented from the background. If noise or atmospheric distortion is present, the peaks of the histogram will change their position or shape, but the peaks are
usually identified. Choosing a threshold value between peaks of a histogram often results in an
image that is similar to the silhouette of the object. As variables such as lighting, noise, and atmospheric effects within an image change, the resulting thresholded images will remain similar but
will often be different in an unknown or nonrepeatable way.
3 Filtering Methods
3.1 Binary Phase-Only Filters Made From Single Objects
When attempting to recognize objects that changed from the filter image, we found that various
types of BPOFs made from a single object had similar performance. For example, the thresholding line angle (TLA) of a BPOF can be chosen to improve its performance. Sometimes choosing a
specific TLA is equivalent to creating a specific filter such as that obtained with the Hartley transform; 19 however, choosing an optimal TLA seems to increase the SNR by only 1-2dB. 20 Furthermore, BPOFs can oe designed to yield a maximum SNR by limiting their bandwidth, 2 1 or by
idenrt$ying an optimum support f,!ncdiokn (jyxeis tiat are not set to zero) in we Fourier plane.'-- By
choosing the optimal support function, the SNR can be increased from 4-6 dB. All of these fidters
are optimized for a specific input. There is nothing to suggest that any of these filters will correlate well when an input undergoes a change with respect a filter image.

4

We chose a TLA of zero degrees because others have achieved satisfactory results using this
value. 22 Our BPOFs were created in the following way. The Fourier transform of a desired image
was computed and its phase was set to either 0 or rc at each pixel. If the calculated phase angle
was between 0 and ic, then the phase at that pixel was set to 0. If the calculated phase angle was
between K and 2n, then the phase at that pixel was set to xt.
We considered an IR photograph like that described in the previous section that contained a total
of ten aircraft. A portion of the photograph is shown in Fig. 1. We created ten 128 x 128 images
from the photograph where each aircraft could fit in a square of about 90 x 90 pixels and labeled
the images image 1 - imagel0. A BPOF was made from each of the ten aircraft and each filter was
cross-correlated with all ten images. In some cases, aircraft were rotated so that the orientation of
the input and filter aircraft were the same. With all filters, the autocorrelation response produced
the highest correlation peak with some of the other responses potentially being useful. The data
for the ten filters were similar, so the results from only the case when image 1 was used as a filter
is shown in Fig. 2. The data was normalized so that the correlation heights were expressed as a
percentage of the autocorrelation height. For grey-leveled inputs, the maximum response other
than the autocorrelation response was 45.3% of the autocorrelation height. Because the application is to binary SLMs, we converted the input images to binary as discussed in the previous section and repeated the experiment. In the case of thresholded imagery, the maximum correlation
height other that the autocorrelation decreased to 24.9%. A few of the responses due to the greyleveled images could be useful, but the responses due to the thresholded imagery were generally
not useful. This implies that more filters or more complex filters are needed to recognize these
images as the same class. As previously reported, the conversion to binary is an important factor
that can make images that appear to be similar before thresholding produce poor correlation
results after thresholding.1'
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Figure 1 Portion of JR image showing some of the images used in our experiment. Thresholded
versions of the five aircraft were used as training images for other filters.
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Figure 2 Graph showing correlation results using a BPOF for similar gray-level images before
and after thresholding.
3.2 Synthetic Discriminant Function Filters
This section contains a brief discussion of how the SDF filters we used were made. A more detailed
description of the approach we followed has been previously reported. 24 The main advantage of
the SDF filter approach is that the need for displaying different filters is reduced or eliminated. A
conventional SDF is a combination of images that can be described as
s (x,y) = Iaantn (x, y)
n

where tn are centered training images and an are weight coefficients. SDF synthesis techniques
may be used to determine the weight coefficients. 6 '25 The complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of s(x,y) is the matched filter
S (u, v) = F [s (x, y)]
(2)
where F is the Fourier transform operator.
Converting the SDF-matched filter to a BPOF may result in a severe information loss. Recently,
an improved version of an SDF, called a filter SDF (fSDF), has been introduced that includes the
function modulation characteristics of the device onto which the filter is mapped in the synthesis

equations.24 The significance is that virtually any type of filter can be made into an SDF filter
using this approach. For fSDF-BPOFs, the coefficients an can be iterated based on the formula

a.i+11 an+03 cn-CO,O(M o)]
S(3)

where i is the iteration number, fl is a damping constant, and m in is the modulus of the peak correlation response of image rn(x, y) with a filter made with the coefficient vector a. In the experiments described in this paper, the initial solution vector was taken to be the desired correlation
response vector, a0 = c = 1. The initial fSDF, s(xy), was then found and cross-correlated with
each training image. The values of the correlation heights were then placed into Eq. (3), and an
updated version of a was found. A new s(xy) was found and the procedure is repeated. The modulation characteristics of an a BPOF SLM was included by calculating intermediate cross-correlation in Eq. (3) with BPOFs.
We used five thresholded images that were derived from Fig. 1 as training images to create an
fSDF filter. We also obtained nine additional images (imagel 1 - imagel9) from another photograph that contained the same type of aircraft. We then cross-correlated the filter with the training
set and the remaining fourteen images. The data are shown in Fig. 3 and are normalized such that
the largest value of the correlation height was set to 100. The results for imagery within the training set were useful for recognition with average and minimum values of 70.8 and 45.3% of the
maximum respectively. The fSDF filter produced useful results for images within the training set
but the results were not useful for data outside the training set. The training set would have to be
expanded to obtain useful results for imagel - imagel9. The peak-to-root mean square ratio
(PRMSR) can be used as a measure of sharpness of a correlation peak and is the ratio of the maximum intensity of the correlation peak divided by the rms value of all pixels below half the height
of the correlation peak.26 For objects in the training set, sharp peaks were produced with an average PRMSR of 15.3
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Figure 3 Graph of normalized correlation heights for various imagery using an fSDF filter where
image 1 - image5 belong to the training set.
4.0 Feature-based filtering
Generally, the cross-correlation between a input image and an image used to make a filter is maximized when the mean squared error (MSE) between the two images is minimized. 2 7 In the formulation of an SDF filter, the MSE between each training image and the filter image are minimized
subject to the constraint that all the MSEs are equal. This is accomplished by multiplying each input image by a weight value. The idea behind the fSDF filter is similar to that of the SDF filter:
however, the weights are chosen to produce the desired fil,,r after the SDF has been quantized to
form a BPOF
In contrast to the SP': filter formulation, we developed a filter whose values were determined by
features of the training set. We attempted to find a filter that represents the critical characteristics
of an object so that objects outside the training set could be identified. Therefore, we examined features that were invariant with respect to the training set. Because correlation filters are derived from
the Fourier transform of an object, we examined feature extraction in the Fourier domain. Optical
feature extraction has been previously performed in the Fourier domain by using the power spectrum of an object as features to train a neural network for classification.2 8'29 Because BPOFs have
provided suitable solutions for recognizing objects, we viewed the BPOFs from several objects as
a collection of features to create a new filter for an optical correlator. We retained those features
that were invariant among a training set by examining all filters at the same pixel on a pixel by pixel
basis. We rejected those features that were not invariant for a particular distortion. For example, if
the same value occurred in the BPOFs at a particular pixel, we considered that value for that pixel

9

in a new BPOF. In this way we constructed a new BPOF that represented features of the objects in
the training set.
The main difference between the feature-based approach and the fSDF approach to filter generation can be seen by examining Fig. 4. We considered the values of the discrete Fourier Transform
(FT) at a pixel (i, j) for four training images. Three of the values are in the vicinity of the real axis
which we assume to be our thresholding axis for the BPOF. The fourth value is well into the lower
quadrant. Because the SDF approach attempts to minimize the MSE error among the four points
subject to the constraint that the total error from all pixels for each training set be the same; generally, the value of a particular pixel in an SDF filter will be in the vicinity of the average of the values for that pixel. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that any value in the vicinity of the average of the four
values will be in the lower quadrant and ultimately represented by a -1 value in a BPOF. Had the
BPOFs of each of the three training images been considered separately, the values of that pixel
would have been, + 1, + 1, + I and -1. If we considered these values of the BPOF as features of the
object, we could see that the +1 value occurs more often for this training set. Therefore, we would
consider a +1 value for this pixel because more +1's, ,:curred than -l's. In this way, we considered
the BPOFs of a training set as a collection of features and created a filter based on these features.
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Figure 4 Fourier plane representation at pixel (i, j) for four images.
Sometimes features may offer conflicting information. 1 For example, in Fig. 4, two points could
have been above the real axis and two below. Other than arbitrarily choosing a value to represent
these values or using an odd number of training images, we could avoid the use of this feature by
setting the pixel value to zero. In this way, we would not use features that offered conqicting information,

I0

Our filters were generated from n, N x N training images as follows. The BPOF for each .raning
image was calculated. Then, :he BPOFs of all the training images are added together pixel by pixel.
The result wz-s an N x N array of integer values. If the value at a pixel of the array was greater than
a positive-valued threshold, then that pixel was set to +1. ; the value at a pixel of the array was
less than the negative of the threshold, then the pixel was set to - 1, otherwise the pixel was set to
zero. The filter was described as

Iif p
G(u,v) =

HH,(u, v)

-1 ift-p) >XHn(u,v)
11

J

(4)

0 otherwise

where Hn(u, v) is the BPOF of a training image t,(x, y) ard p is the threshold that determines the
order of the filter.

5.0 Experiment
We tested our feature-based filter by computer simulation using the same imagery that was used
with the fSDF filter. A comparison of t•he normalized correlation heights for the fSDF filter and the
feature-based filter with p =I is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum value for each filter was set to 100;
note that the maximum value of the feature-based filter was 90.8% of the maximum of the fSDF
filtc,. The filters had similar performance. For images within the training set, the average correladion height produced by the fSDF and feature-based filters were 70.1 and 76.4% the maximum respectively. The PRMSR values for images within the training set were 11.6 for the feature-based
filter compared to the 15.3 for the fSDF filter. Neither filter produced very useful corrmlation
heights for images outside the training set. The feature-based filter produced more consistent results than the fSDF filter at the expense of slightly decreased and broader correlation peaks.
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Figure 5 Comparison of correlation heights obtained with fSDF filter and a feature-based filter
with p = 1, for a variety of test imagery. Note that only imagel - image5 are in the training set

A comparison of the normalized correlation heights between the fSDF filter and feature-based filter with p = 3, 5 is shown in Fig. 6. The maximum value for each filter was set to 100 as was in the
previous experiment. For images within the training set, the average correlation height produced
by the feature-based filters for p =3, 5 were 78.3 and 94.5% the maximum respectively and the
PRMSR values were 9.6 and 3.2 respectively. Forp = 3, the correlation peaks were slightly broader
than the p = 1 case; however, the p = 5 filter had significantly broader peaks than the p = 1 case.
The maximum values of the correlation height for p = 3, 5 were 52.8 and 11.1% of the maximum
of the fSDF filter respectively.
In contrast to the fSDF filter, some correlation responses for images outside the training set were
useful using a feature-based filter with p = 3, 5. For the feature-based filter with p = 3, some correlation heights were above 30% the maximum. Forp = 5, some values were above 60%. As in the
previous experiment, the feature-based filter produced more consistent results than the fSDF filter
at the expense of decreased and broader correlation peaks.
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Figure 6 Comparison of correlation heights obtained with feature-based filters with p =3, 5, and
an fSDF filter for various imagery. Note that only image 1 - image5 are in the training set.
The correlation peaks for the filter when p = 5 were broad when compared to other filters with different values for p or the fSDF filter. In an effort to improve the PRMSR values, we considered
blocking pixels of the filter near the DC component. The blocking of the DC is consistent with our
approach because all objects will have a DC component; therefore, this feature will not be useful
for discrimination and can be eliminated. We blocked the central pixel of the filter where p = 5 and
compared its results to the case where the central pixel was not blocked. The results are shown in
Fig. 7. The normalized correlation heights are almost the same in both cases but the PRMSR values
had increased from 3.2 to 4.2. We also blocked a 3 x 3 pixel area of the filter around the DC and
obtained the results shown in Fig. 7. The PRMSR further increased to 5.3 for the training set but
the correlation heights generally decreased. A summary of the performance of the various filters
are shown in Table I. As fewer but more consistent features were retained, the correlation responses were more consistent but the correlation response became broader. By blocking the pixels
around the DC component, the average correlation height of the training set was made sharper at
the expense of less consistent correlation heights. As an example of the correlation results obtained
with the different filters, the cross-correlation responses for image4 and the six filters are shown in
Fig. 8 for comparison; the height of each response was set to the same value.
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Figure 7 Comparison of correlation heights obtained with fSDF filter and feature-based filters with
p = 5 for a variety of test imagery. Note that only image 1 - image5 are in the training set.

Table 1: Performance of Various Filters for Images in Training Set
Average
FilrNormalized
Filter
NraW
Correlation
Height

Average
PRMSR
value

fSDF

70.8

15.3

Feature-based (p= l)

76.4

11.6

Feature-based (p=3)

78.3

9.6

Feature-based (p=5)

94.5

3.2

Feature-based (p=5)
1 pixel DC block

94.0

4.2

Feature-based (p=5)
3x3 pixel DC block

87.8

5.3

14

(a) fSDF filter

S~Figure

8

(b) Feature-based filter (p =1)

15

41

,(c)

Featutre-based filter (p =3)

Figure 8
(d) Feature-based filter (p =5)

16

(e) Feature-based ifilter (p =5)

-

3I pixel DC block

17

L-i contrast to the fSDF filter, the feature-based filters were potentially useful for images outside
the training set. We arbitrarily set a threshold as a percentage of the maximum correlation height
of the training set to examine the responses of the different filters. A correlation response greater
than the threshold indicates recognition of an object. Although changing the threshold would
change the results, similar conclusions can be drawn unless the threshold value is too low or too
high. We examined the case where the threshold is 30% of the maximum and examined the data in
Figs. 5, 6, and 7, for correlation results outside the training set. The data was summarized in Table
2 and showed that the performance of the fSDF filter and the filters with p = 1, 3, were similar.
These filters were generally not useful for recognizing images outside the training set; a total of 1
of the 14 images outside the training set was recognized for these filters. When p was increased to
5, 12 of the 14 images were recognized. As pixels near the DC were blocked to improve the PRMSR value obtained with the p = 5 filter, the average correlation heights of the responses decreased.
Therefore, fewer images could be recognized. The performance of the filters with p = 5 with and
without the central pixel blocked were similar.
Table 2: Performance of Various Filters for Images outside of Training Set

Filter

Average
Number of
Normalized
images Correlation
images
o
recognizede
Height of
(above 30%
recognized
of maximum)
images

fSDF

0

Feature-based (p 1)

0

-

Feature-based (p=3)

1

34.6

Feature-based (p=5)

12

47.6

Feature-based (p=5)
1 pixel DC block

12

45.4

Feature-based (p=5)
3 x 3 pixel DC block

7

42.2

6.0 Discussion
The feature-based filter recognized a set of objects based on features. This was done by creating a
filter that retained features that were invariant with respect to the training set. The feature domain
contained the sign of the phase of the Fourier transform of training images at each pixel. By using
features that were invariant to the training set, objects that were outside the training set could be
recognized. When features offering conflicting information were used, objects outside the training
set were not necessarily recognized because the features were not entirely invariant outside the
training set. As more consistent features were used, the correlation heights of objects outside the
training set increased.
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The feature-based filter was calculated in a simpler manner than the fSDF filter. Both the time and
number of operations required to calculate the feature-based filter was on the order of calculating
n FFTs. In contrast, the fSDF approach requires a cross-correlation between every training image
and the filter every iteration. This requires on the order of rd FFF calculations where i is the number
of iterations and has been generally set to ten.324 Therefore, the time and number of operations required to calculate the feature-based filter was about an order of magnitude less than for the fSDF
filter.
A feature-based filter was more easily trained than an fSDF filter. We consider the case where an
fSDF filter made from n training images is presented with a new image that belong to the same
class as the training set but does net produce a useful correlation result. In this case, the fSDF filter
must be completely recalculated in the usual way with n + 1 images in the training set. For k new
images, (n+k)i FFTs are required. In contrast, the feature-based filter required k FFTs when k new
images were presented.
The proper features must have existed in the Fourier domain to provide recognition using the feature-based filter. It has been shown that a proper choice of support function can improve correlation
results;22 therefore, a better choice of features may provide improved correlation results.

7.0 Conclusion
The feature-based filter offered a range of performance. In the case where none of the pixels were
set to zero in the filter, the fSDF and feature-based filter offered similar performance. The featurebased filter was slightly more consistent and had broader correlation peaks for objects within the
training set than the fSDF filter. Neither filter appeared to be useful for recognizing objects outside
the training set.
As pixels of the filter were set to zero in the feature-based filter, the correlation peaks within the
training set became more consistent even though their average height decreased. As the number of
pixels set to zero increased, the correlation heights became more consistent but broader. When images of the same class as the training set but not in the training set were used as inputs, the featurebased filter was potentially useful. Our experiments involved five training images. The use of more
training images suggests that more possibilities are available in trading off between consistency
and broadness of the correlation results. In this way, the feature-based filter can be made robust to
recognized object outside the training set.
Finally, a feature-based filter was more easily calculated and trained than an fSDF filter. The feature-based filter required about an order of magnitude fewer calculation than the fSDF filter. In addition, new images added to the training set, required the fSDF filter to be completely recalculated
which was not the case in the feature-based filter.
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